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artist’s statement

Skin on skin is the closest touch. The reverence evoked when we intimately connect to 
those who light flames in our hearts is the focus of Adore.

One of the greatest challenges of photographing the Nude is the social stigma attached 
to the body. This is more than doubled when two bodies are in the image, and multiplied 
many times more if they are in an intimate context.

Adore presents nudes of couples, confident and comfortable before the camera: 
photographs celebrating the beauty of affection and intimacy. The images in the 
exhibition serve as mirrors to private moments, inviting the viewer to witness adoration, 
and to reflect upon what they see.

It is this invitation that makes these photographs different; these images were purpose-
made to explore and celebrate their focus. In many ways, the photographs are 
performances, staged collaborations between the couples and me, enacted on cue 
for the lens, but they also echo and reflect something genuine, and provide a glimpse 
of the real connection between the models. The couples are willing and proud to share 
these moments publicly, both as art and as records of time and emotion that otherwise 
are hidden in private memories.

The images in Adore are a peripheral to my primary work with the Nude; I have never 
focused on working with couples, nor set out to create a body of work exploring intimacy. 
I have, however, over more than twenty five years, had the chance to work with some 
amazing couples, and the opportunity to make some really lovely images in the process. 
When I photograph the the body in landscape, I focus on the interplay of line, shape 
and form, but with the images that make up Adore, I focus on each couple’s distinct 
landscape of intimacy – the interplay between their bodies, hearts and minds.

Adore challenges the notion that images of lovers nude have to be sexually explicit; 
instead my photographs focus on the same celebration of beauty that flows through 
all my work with the Nude. At a time when issues surrounding sexting scandals, revenge 
porn and celebrity intimate photo theft seem to be daily news, holding an exhibition 
that celebrates the beauty of intimacy, of bodies touching, of love and sensuality seems 
almost absurd. The alternative, however, is to let the power of intimacy be forgotten, and 
be replaced by tabloid tantalization. I choose to celebrate the beauty of adoration.

Eric Boutilier-Brown
February 2016
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Adore the images

Scordatura
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2008
Digital infrared original

For the last set of images in this session, I asked Jessica and Ryan to stand against 
the long wall in my apartment - the afternoon light was just beginning to fall across 
it, and provide some beautiful highlights and shadows. Quite spontaneously, Ryan 
stood behind Jessica, and she reached up and back, and embraced him. I really 
like the dynamic quality of this image, with the energy from Ryan’s hands flowing 
over Jessica’s torso flowing through the entire image.

Morning Nap
Moncton, New Brunswick, 2006
Digital infrared original (stitched)

Alexandra and Liam had stayed overnight during a drive through to 
Halifax, but  had enough time the next morning for a short session. After 
breakfast, I cleared things away, and moved the futon into the light by 
my large deck doors, and worked with the couple for close to an hour with the morning sun diffused 
by the curtains.

The session was focused almost exclusively on the two models cuddling on the futon. Almost all the 
images ended up being narrow panoramas, but as that worked for the subject, I couldn’t complain.

Hands over Hands
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2005
Digital infrared original

When Alexandra got in touch about working with me, all the conversation revolved 
around just her modeling, but, as the e-mails went back and forth, she mentioned 
that her partner Liam might also be interested in modeling and the plans quickly 
evolved into our first session focusing on them as a couple. 

Both Alexandra and Liam proved to be very comfortable in front of the camera, 
and the session begun with standing embraces; Liam towered over Alexandra, 
but when he held her from behind, their hands came together and became the 
core of this image.



Adore the images

Sunday Morning
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2009
Digital original

I say it so much it must sound tired, but it is such a privilege to work with a 
couple like Jessica and Ryan; their comfort with being photographed is 
second only to their comfort with each other. And they are patient too!

I’ve fallen in love with high key Nudes in colour; the luminescence it gives to skin is beautiful, and when 
mixed with the intimate confidence of Jessica and Ryan, it makes for a strikingly personal image. 

New Year’s Day
Halifax, Nova Scotia,  2003
6x7cm film

This session with Krista and Greg was my second of the day - the first had 
been with Krista and her two room-mates. The winter light was fading, but the 
opportunity to work with a couple was not to be passed up, so I changed to 
higher speed film and set about seeing what would come to pass.

Though Greg had never modeled nude before (let alone met me), the session 
went well. Indoor sessions with couples tend to generate their own energy, 
and it was certainly true of this afternoon. While I wasn’t familiar with Greg, my 
previous work with Krista laid the groundwork for a level of comfort with her 
that was picked up by Greg and which flowed through the images of the session.

How We Sleep
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1995
4”x5” film

Made during one of a handful of early sessions with couples, this image 
is perhaps my best example of why I love working with couples. Part way 
through the session, between compositions, I told the couple to relax, as I 
had adjust some equipment. When I glanced back, they had shifted into 
a relaxed posed, and were just chatting. And it was beautiful.



Adore the images

The Lowest Sound
Orr’s Island, Maine, 1997
4”x5” film

Sarah and Adele were only able to spend a morning modelling for me, and 
wanted to pose as both a couple, and as two distinct models. We began with 
the couple images, simply because it was morning and the light in their room 
was beautiful. For most of the session, the couple seemed almost oblivious of 
me, they simply hung out on their bed, cuddled and talked. 

Occasionally I asked them to stay still or rearrange themselves, but for the 
most part, it was very quiet making image after image, with the two of them 
in their own world, and me hovering on the outside, looking in. There is an 
undeniable aspect of voyeurism to this, but no more than there is in any other photograph - it is simply 
more apparent because of the intimacy displayed in the images. 

To Have and to Hold
Moncton, NB, 2005
Digital original (stitched)

This session began with Miles and Natasha posing on white sheets that covered 
both the futon below, and the window behind them. We started out with 
prone poses, both models lying on the couch and embracing, but eventually 
shifted to sitting and kneeling poses; the variations of pose and composition 
possible when both models are lying down is somewhat limited. The best of 
the kneeling poses were of Miles embracing Natasha from behind, their knees 
formed a solid base for the image to sit upon.

Shelter
Halifax, NS, 2008
Digital infrared original (stitched)

This session began with Miles and Natasha posing on white sheets that covered 
both the futon below, and the window behind them. We started out with 
prone poses, both models lying on the couch and embracing, but eventually 
shifted to sitting and kneeling poses; the variations of pose and composition 
possible when both models are lying down is somewhat limited. The best of 
the kneeling poses were of Miles embracing Natasha from behind, their knees 
formed a solid base for the image to sit upon.



Adore the images

Lay Me Down
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2005
Digital original

This photo was made during an experimental session of sorts; I was beginning 
to experiment with digital infrafred photography, and made some test 
images with Miranda at the start of this afternoon session. The rest of the 
session was spent working with Miranda on the bed, lit by the window 
behind it. The experiments with the infrared filter at the start of the session 
had been focused on standing poses, so I thought working with sitting 
and reclining poses would add some variety. In the middle of the session, 
Miranda’s partner leant his arms and torso to a number of images, adding 
a third layer of variety.

Eloquent Silence
Orono, Maine, 1998
4”x5” film

A week before I made this image, during presentation of my work at the 
University of Maine, I was asked what separated my images of couples 
from pornography. After some consideration, I replied that it was a 
personal line that was clear to me - while I might photograph a nude 
couple holding each other or cuddling, I didn’t think it would work to take 
an image of, say a kiss, while the models were nude. 

Laurel and Neil blew that idea out of the water. Over the course of the 90 minutes we worked together, 
fully a quarter of the images made were of kisses...each touching on the tenderness and intimacy 
between them, and drawing upon exactly what I hope to convey in the work - the power of two. 

Contra-jour
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2008
Digital infrared original

The happenstance of seeing some flare in an image minutes earlier lead to 
this image - for much of the winter, the sun in the afternoon came right into my 
apartment, and with the camera in just the right place, the flare was just perfect. 
I made perhaps two dozen images of this composition to ensure that at least one 
had the flare in the perfect place.



Adore the images

Seven Days
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2005
Digital original (stitched)

Gilda and Miles had expressed an interest in modeling together for me, 
so after a New Year’s Day dinner, the three of us took over the guest 
room at Miranda’s for an hour of photography. Having worked with Miles for years, and photographed 
Gilda that morning with two other models, there was already a good rapport between myself and the 
models. 

Even though Gilda had little previous experience with modeling, there was little time spent working on 
poses during this session - with couples, I tend to just let the space and moment dictate the position 
of the models, and only when I see small adjustments that need to be made to the pose do I make 
suggestions. 

Not Built for Two
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2008
Digital original (stitched)

When Nicole told me her apartment had a claw footed bathtub I 
immediately asked her if she’d be interested in modeling in it. A week 
later, I was trying to fit my camera gear into the smallest bathroom I have seen in ages.  Towards the 
end of the session, Nicole’s boyfriend joined her for a small set of images; the bath wasn’t built for two, 
so posing options were limited, but the two of them were more than patient as I worked with them to 
find something that worked.

Endearment
Moncton, New Brunswick, 2006
Digital infrared original (stitched)

The best feature of my house in Moncton was the glass deck doors on the back 
side of the house; the light that these let in was just perfect to photograph with. This 
session with Alexandra and Liam worked exclusively with the window light, though 
it was only in the later portion of the session, when the couple shifted from working 
on the futon to standing against the wall, that the light really began to work well.



Adore the images

Not “Mine” or “Thine”
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1999
35mm transparency

Joe and Bilje were visiting Halifax for Christmas, and has arranged for several 
sessions - a Christmas Day studio session (which focused on working on a mirror)
was already complete when they came over to models on Boxing Day morning. 
After a short shower, they dried off, and spent an hour or so cuddling before a wall 
of white sheets spread over sun-lit windows. The results were luminous and bright.

Gravitation
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2002
6x7 cm film

The best work of this session came from the images of Miles and J_ together, 
focusing on the interplay between lovers. At one point, during a break between 
more posed compositions, J_ arched back across Miles’ legs, stretching. Miles, 
looking down at her, lightly placed his hands between her breasts, upon her 
heart. 

Adore
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2008
Digital original

I have two versions of this image - one with Jessica’s eyes open, looking at the 
camera, and this one, with a tighter composition, and less identifiable. I love the 
fierceness in the first, but it reinforces the voyeuristic nature of the viewing experience, 
where this photograph works better as a window into the tenderness of lovers.



Adore the images

Allure
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1999
35mm transparency film

Joe and Billie has arranged to spend Boxing Day afternoon posing for me, beginning 
with shower nudes. The day was overcast, with less light than I had hoped for, but 
between high-speed film and bright lenses, I figured I could manage.

The results of the session were very encouraging; a number of the images manage 
to convey a very powerful story, without words - they are images that cry out for 
an explanation, and when left alone, seem to create their own pasts. Overall, 
the images are both far more than I’d hoped for, and very different from what 
I’d initially envisioned for the work. The high speed slide film I used was unusually 
grainy, but the overall feeling of the images work well with it.

Limerence
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1999
4”x5” film

This session was with Victoria and Joe, both of them generously letting 
me gaze though a photographic window into their relationship and 
affection for each other. Though Victoria has had extensive experience 
modeling, both for photo and drawing, the session was Joe’s first time 
being photographed Nude, but he was more than enthusiastic. 

Cradle
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2008
Digital infrared original

The best thing about working with couples is how easily the compositions 
come; most sessions are completely spontaneous in terms of posing, with 
the couple’s natural synergy providing moments of visual grace. The 
interesting part is that while some moments between couples are near 
universal (hugs, holding hands etc), others, like Jessica cradling Ryan’s 
head on her belly, stand out as singular to a couple.



Adore the images

The Space Between
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1999
35mm transparency film

My last session of 1999 was the most successful of all the natural light 
sessions I did over a handful of days with Joe and Billie. Unlike the first 
session in the front room two days earlier, the sun was shining and the 
light was perfect. The light permitted me to use the slower speed  50 ISO 
Astia film, which is by far my favorite for skin-tones. The importance in 
selecting the right film for the right subject cannot be overstated. This is true in black and white film, and 
is doubly true for colour slide film.

Like Oxygen
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2009
Digital infrared original

After working with studio lighting for 30 minutes or so, I decided to change 
pace and return to working with Jessica and Ryan on white sheets below 
a large window. By far this is my favorite way to work, with the luminous 
back light providing a lovely setting to work in, and perfect for focusing 
on the intimacy between the couple.



about the couples

At the centre of the images in Adore are the couples I’ve work with; only a portion of 
all the couples I have photographed are represented in the show, but every couple I 
have photographed has contributed in some way to this 
exhibition. Without the couples, I could not have explored 
this direction in my work, or created the photographs that 
express my vision. The people who work with me are not 
professional models, but rather individuals who enjoy my 
work and who model out of an interest in the results and 
in return for prints.

Finding people to model is a daunting task. I’m just not 
the type of person to walk and say “I’d like to make 
nude photos of you!”. A major change occurred after 
my first web site went online; I began receiving inquiries 
from visitors about modeling and, as a result, a number 
of people came to work with me because of seeing my 
work on the Internet.

There are three things which make a good model: enthusiasm, comfort and patience. 
The most crucial element, however, is the relationship between the model and the 
photographer. Sometimes this is present from the start - over years of working I have had 
near-instant rapport with numerous models but this is the exception, not the rule. The best 
way to generate this relationship is to construct it from the ground up. 

1272 Barrington St. Halifax, NS, Canada
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Adoreinfrared images

Infrared light has a longer wavelength than visible light, just past the visible red end of 
the spectrum. I have explored infrared photography since 1995, first with film, and now 
with digital cameras. Photographing with infrared light gives the common and familiar a 
very different look. Trees seem to glow with an internal brilliance, skin turns to alabaster 

and shadows become hollow, empty spaces full 
of mystery.

More than a decade of photographing with 
infrared light has taught me never to assume a 

subject won’t be altered by the process, with magical renditions of 
seaweed, mussels and even a mundane bathtub full of water being 
some of the greatest surprises I’ve received.

From 1995 to 2003, I used 35mm infrared film, which combined the 
rich tonality of infrared light with a gritty, grainy image to make a 
magical, surreal image. The biggest issue with infrared film, however, 
was its high cost per roll, and the difficulty in finding the right exposure 
(as much based on luck as skill). 

In the fall of 2004, I began experimenting with digital infrared 
photography. Digital sensors are sensitive to light well beyond the 

range of the human eye, and 
with a permanent internal modification,  digital 
cameras can takes advantage of this extended 
sensitivity.

Many of the problems inherent in film-based infrared 
photography aren’t issues with digital  infrared. 
Exposure, focus and even framing compositions is 
easier. There are other differences though; digital 
infrared looks different from film infrared. Digital 
infrared images are silky smooth and they lack the 

glow (halation) of infrared film, but I have come to appreciate it as a new way of imaging, 
as opposed to just a digital version of infrared film.



Adoredigital images

In the spring of 2003, I made my first foray into digital capture, trading in 
my medium format camera for a digital system. Two years later, I sold 

my last film camera, liquidated my darkroom, 
and converted my entire photographic 

workflow to focus on digital imaging. 

All my digital images are produced from RAW files. 
These  contain the information recorded directly from the 

camera’s sensor with only minimal processing. A RAW file permits the information to be 
processed later in the computer where more precise adjustments can be made without 
introducing the data loss inherent in other camera image formats.

For my black and white digital images, I use monochrome conversion tools which give the 
same results as coloured filters did with film but with exponentially 
more control. It is possible to convert one part of a photograph 
in one way and another section in a radically different manner, 
leading to much more control over monochrome tonality.

A quarter of the images in Adore are assembled from more than 
one frame, like a jigsaw puzzle. With digital imaging, print size is 
directly related to the amount of pixels in the image; when this 

resource is exceeded, the image quality drops 
rapidly.  To overcome the fixed resolution of 
digital cameras I often combine multiple images 
to create higher resolution photographs in a 
process known as stitching. 



Adore film images

When I first started photographing in 1986, I was only aware of 35mm cameras but within 
four years I evolved to using a 4”x5” view camera as my main camera. For the majority 
of the first fifteen years of my photography I would casually bring three 
to four cameras with me when I photographed, moving between the 
different formats as the subject required. All this came to an end in 2005 
when I finally shifted to working exclusively with digital cameras and 
traded my chemical darkroom for a digital lightroom.

My first camera, received in 1986, was an Olympus 35mm single-lens 
reflex (SLR) camera. Small format cameras are ideal 
for rapid photography because their small size, easy 
handling and low cost per image with up to 36 images 
per roll. I continuously used 35mm cameras until 2003. 
From 1995 onward, I used 35mm almost exclusively for 
infrared film until I shifted to digital.

A good compromise between the image quality of larger formats 
and the portability of 35mm, medium format cameras were a part 
of my photography from 1987 until 2003. 
With an image quality higher than 35mm, I 
used medium format cameras when a larger 

camera wasn’t practical or possible. 

From 1991 to 2005, my main camera was a large format camera, 
initially in 4”x5” film size and eventually, 8”x10”. Also known 
as a view camera, a large format camera makes images on 
individual sheets of film so development of each photograph 
can be customized. A 4”x5” camera records almost thirteen 
times the information of a small format camera and an 8”x10” camera has almost eighty 
times more information than 35mm.

All my film images are now printed digitally, based on scans I made using one of two 
scanners. For 35mm and 120 film, I copy the film using my digital camera and a macro 
lens. For 4”x5” and 8”x10” film, I use a Microtek i900 scanner, which has a resolution of up 
to 3,200 pixels per inch.



price list

Shelter
Digital infrared, 2008
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

Sunday Morning 
Digital original, 2009
Framed display print: $800.
Full price list on back

Morning Nap
Digital infrared original, 2006
Framed display print: $800.
Full price list on back

Eloquent Silence
4”x5” film, 1998
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

New Year’s Day
6x7 cm film, 2003
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

To have and to Hold
Digital original, 2005
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

Hands over Hands
Digital infrared, 2005
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

How We Sleep
4”x5” film, 1995
Framed display print: $400.
Full price list on back

Endearment
Digital infrared, 2006
Framed display print: $800.
Full price list on back

Scordatura
Digital infrared, 2008
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

Lay Me Down
Digital original, 2005
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list to the right

Contre-jour
Digital infrared, 2008
Framed display print: $400.
Full price list to the right

The Lowest Sound
4”x5” film, 1997
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list below to the right



price list

FINE ART PRINTS (numbered and signed, collector prints)
Print sizes are approximate, and prices do not include HST

Large Framed Exhibition Prints 
23”x32” / 24”x30” / 27”x27”

$900.

Medium Framed Exhibition Prints
16”x24” / 20”x24” / 22”x22”

$600.

Small Framed Exhibition Prints
10”x22” / 12”x18” / 14”x18” / 16”x16”

$450.

the fine print
Only one framed display print is available per image. Framed 
display prints shall be available for pick-up or delivery after the 
Exhibition closes.

All prints are produced with the finest materials available. 
Due to the variety of image proportions, print sizes are  only 
approximate. Please 10 days for framed print production.

Not “Mine” or “Thine”
35mm transparency, 1999
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on the right

Adore
Digital original, 2008
Framed display print: $800.
Full price list below

Like Oxygen
Digital infrared, 2009
Framed display print: $400.
Full price list to the right

Limerence
4”x5” film, 1999
Framed display print: $400.
Full price list below to the right

artist contact information
Eric Boutilier-Brown
ericbb@evolvingbeauty.com
www.evolvingbeauty.com
 
c/o ViewPoint Gallery
1272 Barrington Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 5Y1

Gravitation
6x7 cm film, 2002
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list below to the right

The Space Between*
35mm transparency, 1999
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

Allure
35mm transparency, 1999
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

Cradle*
Digital infrared, 2008
Framed display print: $400.
Full price list on back

Seven Days
Digital original, 2005
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back

Not Built for Two
Digital original, 2008
Framed display print: $500.
Full price list on back


